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CHARACTERS

GAVIN ADAMS, middle-aged, shabby, not without cunning
KEVIN REEVE, early 20’s, an earnest version of Gavin

SETTING

The present: a remote biological field station. There are two scenes, a few hours apart.



Scene 1

(AT RISE: The interior of a rude field station. A bird-spotting telescope is aimed
out a window. A large pot, which GAVIN ADAMS stirs with a machete, simmers
on a primitive stove. Food and drink are heaped on a work bench. GAVIN,
dishevelled but conspicuously hale, seems to be packing to leave—and is also
fussing the place into a state of calculated disorder. His finishing touch is to find
the perfect, casually conspicuous, place to leave a notebook. He admires his
handiwork, picks up the notebook and a pencil, and starts going through the
book—variously declaiming, editing, revising, etc.)

GAVIN

To the Editors, Journal of Extinct Species . . . To Herr Professor Doktor Simon Crutwell and
his rubber-stamp editorial board . . . To the lying swine Crutwell and his pack of
brown-nosing—
To whom it may concern,
I, Gavin Adams, make this final entry in my log and abandon a scientific adventure that,
however noble, was doomed from the start—since individuals die on a strict schedule and
every species eventually becomes extinct. For long term staying power, of course, the smart
money has always backed blue-green algae.
Time: 0830. Date: I’ve lost track—and forgot to set my watch. I blame these mental lapses on
starvation: I became taboo by entering the hut of the L‘ekYak Chief with my genitals
concealed and can no longer barter with the natives for supplies or even set foot on the tribal
lands that surround my station. The Chief cursed the white man whose buttoned fly insulted
the luscious precious princess Pearl. I, once crowned a L‘ekYak prince, am an outcast.
Cast out, too, from the community of science. Crutwell, a lout who has no trouble unzipping
his fly, has purged my name and work from the Encyclopedia of Extinction; but I defy and
scorn . . . I scorn and despise . . . I despise and spit . . .
But I welcome an investigation of my work, which these log books will triumphantly
vindicate. Surprise!
My triumph will, unfortunately, be posthumous.
. . . Something something something Galileo . . .

(GAVIN skips ahead a few pages.)
My beloved discoveries will not long outlive me. Let me caress—for the last time?—the
music of their name: Adams’ Alpine Booby. We will endure in my work.

(GAVIN begins to snack and drink, to sample
and season the contents of the pot, etc., then
flips ahead again.)

Lapses . . . taboo . . . starvation . . .
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But hunger and thirst are no excuse. A scientist’s first duty—and his last—is meticulous
observation. So . . .
Blessed events in the North Sector have increased the world’s sole flock of Adams’ Boobies
by two. The new-hatched chicks have begun their walk to the sea—a 5,000 . . . 6,000? . . .
8,000 foot descent—to bury themselves in the sand, leaving just their beaks . . . their furry
beaks . . . exposed. In three months they will emerge to begin the perilous return trip—the
only real event in a Booby’s life. They are reproductively mature and ready to begin a sex life
of confusion and dismay.
Mortality from the fledging hike is high—higher, even, than the losses from predators’ attacks
on Alpine Booby eggs.

(GAVIN takes eggs from a basket, breaking
and whisking them into a bowl.)

How do they find their way back to this isolated jungle summit? No one knows. And once the
fledging hike is done their homing skills decay, leaving the adult Booby unable to find its ass
with both hands . . . leaving the adult Booby with a well-founded terror of ever losing sight of
its unique, and jealously guarded, feeding spot. Confined, likewise, to my own small plot of
ground, I will end my career with a humble note about postpartum behavior.
Raoul and Amanda are content; they bond by reciprocal grooming.
Why oh why can’t humans learn from their example? Why are we less eager to pluck each
other’s lice than to stab each other’s backs in the pages of scholarly journals? . . .
Raoul and Amanda: felicitous.
My own moments of felicity pass before me like the flashbacks of a drowning man. Pearl
backlit by the sun, her lithe silhouette glimpsed through a wispy frock as she tiptoes to pluck
dangling fruits that bob from her grasp like ripe bouncing breasts. Nubile village maidens
frolicking in the wine-crushing vats, mashing pulpy berries against their own delicious amber
globos and cherry yam-yam—oh, glorious anatomical lexicon of the L‘ekYak language!—and
may the gods shower blessings on the inventor of the zoom lens! . . .
Raoul and Amanda: copacetic.
Stan and MaryAnne? Doing less well. Stan copulates nonstop with a tuft of insulation that
blew off the North Sector bird blind. MaryAnne waddles in circles, cackling hysterically.
Astonishing displays from a species so lethargic. A frantic Booby can tremble to death in no
time.
Raoul and Amanda: nominal. Stan: madly humping. MaryAnne: freaking out.
To calm the hen’s hysteria, I induce her to brood a dummy—a fossilized Booby egg conned
from Pearl in exchange for a plastic comb . . . Another reminder that the tramp will do what it
takes to get any cheap trinket that catches her eye . . . I sidle up to MaryAnne, cooing softly,
probing and parting her quivering thighs . . .
I puzzle again over facts difficult to reconcile: (a) the Alpine Booby produces just one egg per
year; yet (b) Booby females are always ready to mate—as, by some accounts, are their human
counterparts, though not, in my experience, after marriage.
Complicating resolution of this paradox is fact (c): I have found no way, short of dissection, to
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distinguish the sexes. But neither have they. To be precise, neither has the Booby male, who
lives in permanent anxiety: uncertain of his mate’s sex, nagged by fears that he has doomed
himself to reproductive failure and a lifetime of locker room whispers.

(Paging ahead)
Landmark paper . . . self-published . . . Sexual Despair in the Alpine Booby Male.
The suicide rate should come as no surprise. A buck Booby grows morose, abandons his
feeding spot, trudges to the cliffs, and teeters wildly on a ledge until he topples off—when, for
once in his life, being a flightless bird is just what the doctor ordered.
A Booby can spend days on that ledge, rocking and keening. I have established a protocol for
therapeutic intervention. First, and most important, Become the Booby. Feel yourself balance
above the void, webbed feet scrabbling for purchase on slick granite. Feel the horror when the
freshening wind signals meal time but your feeding spot is nowhere to be seen—when you
finally grasp your utter aloneness in the universe and the full horror of the sham marriage that
drove you to this mad extreme. The very wind mocks you with life’s remembered goodness,
the breeze in whose caressing warmth skirts of maidens in the valley far below will flutter and
billow—the seductive twitchings of their mating dance. Oh, lucky, doomed human species,
blessed with females so vivid and distinct! And when the wind snugs the gauzy fabric around
their firm, young, taut, trembling . . .

(GAVIN snaps alert and peers suspiciously out
a window but sees nothing.)

0830 . . . can’t recall . . . Galileo . . . starvation . . . feeding spot . . .
I, the only white man privileged to see the Alpine Booby feed, now do so for perhaps the final
time. The sight is revolting. Ninety-nine point nine percent of the animal world spends
ninety-nine point nine percent of its waking time filling its belly; yet the Boobies of the Alp
do not spin, nor do they reap, forage, hunt, glean, browse, or graze. They barely move.
Sixty-eight greedy beaks—the world’s whole stock of Alpine Booby craws!—snatch at what
blows past: bugs, twigs, flakes of speckled shell, lizard droppings, translucent feathers, balls
of insulation that no one is currently fucking. Stan is passed out, happy and relaxed.
When the wind dies, sixty-eight lumps of feathery suet with less personality than frozen fryers
will sink into after-brunch stupor. To this, the meticulous study of their world-class
incompetence, I have devoted my life. Who would not dream of escape?

(GAVIN puts down the notebook and dances
with an imaginary partner. KEVIN peers in but
GAVIN does not see him.)

Frisky maidens and me, in a hooch by the sea. The pleasures of posthumous fame. And
Crutwell wanking in helpless rage . . .

(GAVIN snaps alert again and looks out a
window, KEVIN ducking out of sight. He picks
up the notebook and flips to the end.)

But hope can be cruel and freedom a dangerous dream. Let me face facts. Let me end this
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misery, on my terms, while I’ve got the strength. Let the martyr rest his head in the secret
place where Boobies go to die.

(GAVIN shuts the notebook with satisfaction
and repositions it. He stirs the pot with the
machete, then pulls out the blade and ponders
it, in a pose suggesting imminent
self-disembowelment. KEVIN rushes in,
toiling under a large backpack.)

KEVIN

Don’t do it! Science will never forgive you!

(KEVIN wrestles the machete from GAVIN.)
Neither will the Boobies. Can you turn your back on them? Abandon the dream that
thundering herds will roam these hills again, and thousands of chicks hike to the sea? I can’t.
I’ve bet my life that my girlfriend—my ex—was wrong. “Fuck the Boobies,” she said, “you’ll
never find them. You won’t find Adams, either.”

GAVIN

How did you?

KEVIN

The day that package arrived at the office is one I’ll never forget. The primitive
postmark—from some island with barely enough technology to print stamps. And the return
address: “Gavin Adams.”

GAVIN

Who are you?

KEVIN

I was blown away: I held in my hands the first words from Gavin Adams in nearly 20 years.
Who knew you were alive?

GAVIN

What do you want?

KEVIN

I was, of course, already intimate with your published work.

GAVIN

None of it in leading journals. Crutwell saw to that.

KEVIN

I had already become the world’s foremost Adams expert.

GAVIN

An Adams expert? Really? Name the breakthrough Booby fossil.

KEVIN

A beak—the first-ever pelt of fossil fur.
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